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SUMMARY
The high potential of wind power far offshore calls for cost-effective solutions for grid
connection. HVDC is the preferred technology for large scale offshore wind grid access. DC
cables provide a very high power density and can easily cross long distances.
But current offshore DC technology suffers from large converter platforms due to air
insulation, complex topology, high demands on the auxiliary systems, high maintenance
efforts ultimately leading too high life cycle costs. Furthermore the planning, installation and
operation of an HVDC offshore is an unknown territory outside Germany.
The new approach suggested uses
• Compact, robust, encapsulated power electronics which is installed and maintained
like an AC power transformer.
• Encapsulated DC switchgear, which is installed and maintained like an AC GIS.
Result is an HVDC converter which – at first glance – looks like a gas insulated AC
substation. The required platform size and weight is substantially reduced. The monolithic
large converter platform is not needed anymore. The AC Offshore Substations are replaced by
an AC/DC Offshore Substations, where the turbine strings can directly be connected to.
The total top side weight is reduced from approx. 26.000 tons to below 9.000 tons.
The operation costs are reduced as well since there is no complex control and no maintenance
intensive auxiliary equipment like large air conditioning.
Finally the small platform size allows a fast erection in approx. 28 months till first power
transmission. Aux power supply for the turbines can be commissioned even faster, if the
cables are in place. Total project execution time is expected to be 48 months (12 months
FEED-Phase plus 36 months erection)
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Introduction
Summarizing their work on HVDC connected wind power plants CIGRE Study Committee
WG B3.36 concludes: „similar and often redundant requirements are specified for both
turbines and for HVDC hubs … (which) may … lead to oversizing equipment and
implementation of redundant control systems“ [1].
Indeed today’s DC connected offshore wind farms contain the most sophisticated power
electronics the industry can deliver: full scale converters are meanwhile standard for offshore
wind turbines and multi-level voltage sourced converters are the most powerful HVDC
converters the manufactures can supply. All this comes at a price and increases complexity.
Therefore SC WG B3.36 suggests “Wind turbines may be requested to control the MVAC
voltage including no-wind conditions… This may reduce the control efforts and avoid
oversizing of the HVDC hubs”.
The most consequent approach to take complexity out of the system and to simplify the HVDC
conversion is to use diode rectifiers. Indeed the diode rectifier is the most simple and robust
AC/DC converter the electrical engineer can think of.
Using diode rectifiers for HVDC was already suggested back in the 70ies [2]. But for onshore
applications controllability and bidirectional power flow are considered to be more important
than the advantages in costs and robustness the diodes pro-vide. In 2010 Ramon BlascoGimenez et al proposed to utilize the capabilities of the converters of state of the art wind
turbines to realize distributed voltage and frequency control of off-shore wind farms connected
with a diode based HVDC Link [3].
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Figure 1 shows a simplified single line diagram of the proposed grid access system.
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Figure 1. Simplified single line diagram on one platform
The system utilizes a modular approach: 6 rectifiers are placed on 3 platforms. This modular
approach provides the following benefits:
• Stepwise erection of the DC platforms is feasible
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•

In case of maintenance or failure a platform can be bypassed while the other platforms
continue to operate. This results in a high availability of power transmission capacity.

•

Equipment and platform sizes and weights are in a range good to handle (transport and
installation)

•

The DC platforms can be distributed to optimize the wind farm layout and minimize
array cable length and losses

During no wind situations auxiliary power is provided by an auxiliary power cable, which can
be commissioned in advance of and completely independent of the DC link. This cable can be
connected to the onshore grid or to a neighbouring existing OWF or VSC platform.
Each of the rectifiers provides a DC voltage of 106.7 kV DC resulting in a DC voltage of +320 kV as state of the art.
THE DIODE RECTIFIER UNIT
Traditional HVDC converters are air insulated and have therefore limitations in reducing their
size due to the weak voltage withstand capability of air.
Liquid insulation as used in power transformers instead of air can dramatically reduce the
required insulation distances up to 80%.
Furthermore years of experience with traditional HVDC converters have shown that simple
solutions are more robust due toD3_HOW03_Appendix
their decreased number
of etelectric components. The simplest
18_Kuhn
al._CIGRE_2016
solution that can be done is a diode rectifier.
The Diode Rectifier unit combines the active component of a transformer together with a 12pulse diode rectifier and DC smoothing-reactors in a common tank filled with synthetic ester
(regarding the pulse choice see our reasoning in [4]).
The insulation liquid allows the reduction of the size of the complete unit and is also used for
cooling of the diodes and their RC-circuit. That can be done with a single cooling system for
both, transformer and rectifier.
The reduced number of electric components especially on high potential on the one hand and
the lack of auxiliary equipment that needs power supply on other hand leads to very lowmaintenance and meets the requirements for harsh offshore environment conditions. Therefore
a diode rectifier is ideal when it comes to the reduction of parts that could cause failures and
system trips. Compared to thyristors. diodes do neither need protection against steep rise of
current when fired and are not susceptible for failure events within the recovery time nor do
they require for firing and monitoring electronics.
The electrical circuit of the diode rectifier itself consists of four simple components per diodelevel: A snubber RC-circuit, a grading resistor and of course the diode with its heat sink itself.
That decreased number of components increases MTTF values dramatically.
By providing enough redundant diode-levels continuous operation can be achieved for up to 30
years without diode replacement and a minimum of maintenance. Regularly checks can be
reduced from monitoring every single semiconductor to a simple pass/fail decision.
II.

The nominal DC voltage of one DRU is 106.7 kV. The rated power is 200MW. With 6 units in
series the DC sums up to +-320kV and a total transmission capacity of 1200MW. AC input
voltage can be 33kV, 66kV or 155kV.
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Figure 2. Diode Rectifier Unit
The integrated approach as shown simplifies the interconnection between transformer, rectifier
and reactor. The assembly and interconnection is done in the factory. The integrated unit can
be fully tested there providing highest quality and reliability.
All 6 units used are identical. The voltage withstand capability vs. ground is always designed
for the full DC voltage of +-320kV, although not really needed for the middle units. By doing
so only a single spare unit has to be kept ready for replacement purposes.
As insulation liquid a ester is used. Due to its higher flash point and the fact that it is
recognized as biodegradable, it is an appropriate choice for an environmentally sensitive
maritime environment.
Diode rectifiers also feature low losses. The total full load losses are about 3% (for 115km
cable length). This 20% below the losses of the conventional VSC approach.
THE DC SWITCHGEAR
The DC switchgear (i.e. bypass switch, earthing switches, disconnectors and measurement
devices) is encapsulated as well, so there is no high voltage in open air at all any more.
This means no costly and maintenance intensive large air conditioning systems are required
like for a VSC and an air insulated DC switchyard. Space savings are around 90%.
The DC switchgear is design based on proven AC GIS technology.
III.

Figure 3. DC compact switchgear
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IV. THE DC PLATFORMS
The use of encapsulated diode rectifiers and compact DC switchgear allows to reduce platform
size and weight substantially and to provide small, modular and flexible DC platforms easy to
install and maintain.
The new DC grid access concept does not require any AC Offshore Substations. The turbine
strings can directly be connected to one out of three DC platforms. These are of similar size
than today’s AC Offshore Substations. The total top side weight is reduced from approx.
26.000 tons to only 9.000 tons.
The operation costs are reduced as well since there is no complex control and no maintenance
intensive auxiliary equipment like large air conditioning.
Finally the small platform size allows fast erection of approx. 30 month form order till
commissioning of the first DC platform and start of power transmission. Aux power supply for
the turbines can be commissioned even faster, if the cables are in place. The platforms can be
erected step by step following the turbine installation progress.

Figure 4. The new DC platform
The resulting offshore topology is shown in Figure 5 and for comparison the old topology we
refer to in Figure 6.

Figure 5. New DC Grid Access Topology
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Figure 6. Current approach for comparison
V. THE TURBINE CONTROL
Since the rectifier is a purely passive device the WTG have to maintain voltage and frequency
once the umbilical cable which provides initial auxiliary power is disconnected. This is a
novelty, but taking out the offshore VSC with its redundant, complex and proprietary control
features simplifies the sys-tem and makes it actually easier to handle. This is especially true for
Germany, where WTG and HVDC link are built by different companies. System responsibility
is difficult to define and the exchange of confidential technical information is a challenge.
Replacing the offshore VSC by a rectifier simplifies the interface between OWF and TSO. The
assignment of responsibilities is easier. The HVDC converter becomes much more predictable.
It is just a rectifier that behaves like a rectifier does. No VSC “black-box”. No surprises.
The principal control objectives for the network bridge control of the WTG are:
• Balance power generated by wind farm with that transferred to onshore grid via HVDC
link and / or Umbilical cable.
• Provide support to offshore system voltage and frequency
To do so, the WTG control has to fulfil the following tasks:
• Providing reactive power when the park is energized via the auxiliary power cable
• Adjust the voltage magnitude within the allowed voltage range to control DC power
flow
• Control frequency when the umbilical cable is disconnected
The concept is designed so that a full converter WTG type is able to fulfil these tasks without
hardware change. Only control firmware needs to be adopted. Details on the proposed WTG
control concept which is compatible with a diode rectifier HVDC, a VSC HVDC and an AC
grind connection can be found in [6].
The ability to operate DFIG ETGs with diode rectifiers was e.g. investigated by Peña et al [5].

CONCLUSIONS
The new approach for DC grid access of offshore wind farms as presented in this paper
provides a number of benefits:
• Robust offshore AC grid control
•
Encapsulated, rugged equipment
• Bio degradable and low flammable insulation
• Simple and robust power electronics
VI.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy transport and installation
High reliability, minimal maintenance
No offshore DC converter as single point of failure
Shorter delivery times
Stepwise offshore installation feasible
Fast commissioning of WTG aux power
Up to 1200MW DC
Flexible offshore installation options due to modular rectifier concept

This makes the new DC grid access concept a major contribution to the economic viability of
large scale far shore offshore wind farms.
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